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By Mehsaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Thousands of
worshippers flocked to the
Grand Mosque on the eve
of the 21st day of Ramadan
late Tuesday night to per-
form the late night prayers
led by Imams Majed Al-
Enezi and Khalid Al-Sa’eedi.
As far as security was con-
cerned, Capital Governor
Retired Lt General Thabet
Al-Muhanna said that
preparations had been
made to facilitate entry to
the Grand Mosque as well
as the traffic flow on the
roads leading to it. 

Thousands flock to Grand
Mosque on Ramadan 21st eve

When it comes to the concept of reconciliation, there
are many priorities, on top of which is the presence
of a comprehensive, protective national body that

only works for Kuwait’s greater good. It should be a compre-
hensive bloc including elements from all political, social,
intellectual and cultural groups. It should include Kuwaitis
from all affiliations to prevent the seeds of evil, tumult, radi-
calism, doctrinism and sectarianism and exclude the icons of
agitation, division and extreme ideological agendas regard-
less of their names and positions. 

Calls for national reconciliation in the aftermath of the
terrorist explosion at the Imam Al-Sadiq Mosque are very
important and must be placed as top priorities of both the
authority and the people with all its elements, political pow-
ers and decision bodies. Despite the dreadful sectarian cover
Islamic State (IS) tried to use in striking Kuwait, its statements
and practices have been clear on targeting Kuwait, its regime
and domestic front. We no longer need any political analysis
when IS announces that the capital of its so-called Najd
region would be Kuwait. 

This terrorist organization would have never dared to
strike a Shiite mosque in Kuwait if it were not for the doctri-
nal tension and its continued propagation, purposely and
unintentionally, for the sake of sick-minded religious beliefs,
some political gains or some limited interests. That is why
such satanic dens have been utilizing sectarianism in Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) states so openly. IS and its likes
spared nobody, be them Sunnis, Arabs, African or Asians. 

We might have had accumulated complicated problems
as our sociopolitical division had been used to monopolize
power and interests. All sorts of corruption have been pre-
vailing; political liberties and the freedom to criticize the
authority have been suppressed; which are all issues that
need to be honestly and responsibly confronted and solved.
Therefore, we need all forms of reconciliation including the
government and the people with all their political and public
affiliations. It would be stupid not to feel that the entire
country is under threat and targeted by terrorism through a
fake religious form. Our geography and demography have
proved that Kuwait is indivisible, especially in times of dis-
tress. So, what about this terrorism that has been threatening
the entire world? 

We, also, have priorities when it comes to reconciliation.
On top of those priorities is the need to have a binding pro-
tective national front that only works for the best of Kuwait.
It should include Kuwaitis of all groups and prevent all evils,
sectarianism, and doctrinism and exclude factional agendas
and extreme thoughts. It should attract the most gallant,
patriotic and courageous people to confront those against
co-existence and fellow citizenship. Such people should have
a place in fighting extremism, terrorism and shedding of
innocent blood and not get charmed by political slogans and
demands for reform. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Comprehensive 
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Al-Jarida

By Dr Hassan Jouhar 

Among the news of  the Ministr y of
Electricity and Water (MEW) for the sum-
mer of 2015 is the struggle of power cuts in

some Kuwait areas, and the reasons, as stated by
the ministry are “operational, malfunctions in the
transforming stations, as well as a defects in pow-
er generators.” 

According to a statement by the minister, an
investigation committee determined that the
problem is in maintenance and technical matters,
which the ministry has nothing to do with! While
the ministr y had asked the Civi l  Ser vice
Commission to approve the allocation of KD 400
each to deserving employees as rewards for their
efforts during the blackouts in February 2015.

Regardless of the power cut duration, be it
minutes or hours, they are unbearable cuts under
extreme heat, in addition to what it may cause, be
it damage to air conditioners, systems, automatic
gates and for some people, being stuck in their
homes!

Because of the repeated cuts, as what hap-
pened during last January’s catastrophe and at
the start of this summer, the ministry must review
the nature of preventive procedures, inspection
and maintenance, in order to prevent the repeti-
tion of operation and malfunction mistakes.

There is more than one administrative and
technical defect at the ministry also, besides the
lack of cooperation between some official areas in
rationalizing power consumption. But this does
not relieve the ministry from its major responsibil-
ities, because it is difficult to absorb what is going
on and accept any justification. There must be
deep rooted solutions for the problem of repeat-
ed power cuts that became part of this country’s
history!

It is true that cooperation in rationalizing pow-
er consumption in government facilities as well as
private ones and private homes is an important
issue, but it is not the ideal solution, especially
when we are dealing with operational problems
and electric wires whose projected age is over!

Before thinking about paying the rewards, they
should be thinking about how to guarantee the
quality and development of MEW services or sub-
sidize the sale of power generation through the
Commerce Ministry’s rationalization cards. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

No more 
blackouts!
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By Khalid A. Al-Tarrah

KUWAIT: Residency affairs department detectives busted a
prostitution network that practices its activities during the holy
month of Ramadan. The network is run by a Syrian national
who kept half of the brothel’s revenue to himself. The remaining
detainees are five persons of Bahraini and Egyptian nationali-
ties. The suspects confessed to charging between KD 30 and KD
40 for each session. They were referred to the proper authorities
for further action.

Visa violators caught
Twenty three visa violators were arrested and sent to con-

cerned authorities. Brigadier Saud Al-Khader, director of the res-
idency affairs department’s detectives unit, received informa-
tion about a building in Salmiya used illegally as cafes, and har-
bors visa violators. He gave orders to form a team and follow
legal procedures. The building was stormed and 23 persons of
various nationalities and without valid visas were arrested.

Officers offended
Capital Security Director Ibahim Al-Tarrah asked his men to

charge a female citizen who claimed to be a VIP for insulting a
police lieutenant and another policeman in public. The police-
men said the woman refused to give them her driver’s license
and insulted them verbally.

Couple with drugs
An Egyptian man and his wife were sent to the Drugs

Control General Department as officers found drugs in his car.

Officers in a police patrol noticed three persons later identi-
fied as the Egyptian man, his wife and daughter in a parked
car behind Jabriya police station. Five bags containing rem-
nants of heroin, one with heroin shabu and a tablet were
found with their possession. The 4-year-old child was handed
over to her aunt.

Driver mugged
Investigations are ongoing to identify and arrest two per-

sons accused of mugging a man in Jahra. The suspects had
stopped the man and claimed they were detectives, the
Pakistani victim told police. After forcing him to stop, they
forced him inside their sports-utility-vehicle (SUV), took KD
2,700 from his possession, then drove to Amghara where
they beat him up, left him and escaped, the man said. A case
was filed.

Syrian sent to state security
Residency affairs detectives arrested a Syrian national for

selling cell phone lines without having to register the details of
the owner. The arrest was made after an electronic surveillance
that led detectives to the Syrian man who works for a company
and lives in Sulaibiya. The man who is also an ex-convict was
caught after selling an undercover agent a line and attempted
to escape by harming himself. Detectives found 38 SIM cards
with him, as he already sold seven through social media in
exchange of KD 50 each. He was sent to state security. Further
investigations are underway.

Prostitution network busted


